Scottish athlete Dr Andrew Murray, from the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow and University of Edinburgh, said: "We know that taking part in sport and physical activity has massive health benefits - helping participants be happier and healthier - but it is not without risk.

RealTimes significantly expands upon the feature set of its predecessor, the acclaimed video app RealPlayer Cloud, which was launched in 2013 and has more than 11.5 million registered users worldwide. All of RealPlayer Cloud's great features will be available in RealTimes and current RealPlayer Cloud users can easily upgrade to RealTimes for free. All of their personal media will be automatically migrated to their RealTimes account.

The Michigan Department of Natural Resources, the Metropolitan Affairs Coalition and other partners are announcing a new Detroit Heritage River Water Trail user guide on Tuesday. They also plan to discuss grant funding for new kayak and canoe launches.

A three-judge panel had ordered Google to remove the controversial film "Innocence of Muslims." Billed as a trailer, it triggered anti-American sentiment among Muslims in Egypt, Libya and elsewhere in 2012.
KUALA LUMPUR, May 19 (Reuters) - There is a widespread assumption that weak commodity prices are likely to spark a wave of merger and acquisition activity as stronger companies seek to buy assets on the cheap.
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"He has not achieved anything, he has not won anything. Does anyone believe that if he goes to Manchester City he will be the first name on the team sheet or are they just signing him because they need English players?"
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Detailed scans of the injured creature’s head were used to generate the design of the prosthetic beak. It has excited us to design a prosthesis for animals. However, the biodegradable corn-based plastic shell cap will protect the tortoise until its shell heals. Although the turtle is still recovering, initial signs look promising.
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The bill has been introduced by Richard Pan, the Democrat of Sacramento and Ben Allen, of Santa Monica. California has proclaimed that they will bar the religious and personal exceptions concerning the infant immunization. The bill will impose all parents to get their children vaccinated for diseases such as measles, polio etc. before they start attending their school. The law will not allow children to get into school without any medical exemptions and will be forced to get home schooling.
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This is regarded as an important development. GPs have for many years protested that while many of their number provide ongoing treatment for diabetes patients, general practice has never been specifically incentivised or resourced to provide this service in a structured way.
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"From 2008 until right now my cousin and I have been basically banging on the Navy's door saying please exhume these people, we want to bring these people home, we know who they are. The Navy had various reasons why they didn't want to do it. I understand those reasons but we really want him home," says Gray.